SECRET 2218472 OCT 74 STAFF

CITE [SANTIAGO] 30614 (MCMANUS ACTING)

TO: DIRECTOR,

SUBARGAIN-1 SHOLED STATION OFFICE LETTER TO
GEN. PINOCHET FROM MARCOS D I A Z LANZ, NO FURTHER DATA,
DATED 9 OCTOBER FROM MIAMI, FLA. IN SEKI-COVERT LANGUAGE
DIAZ ASKED PINOCHET FOR DATA ON GOC WHICH WE CAN USE IN
SERIES OF TALKS BEFORE POWERFUL U.S. BUSINESSMEN. LETTER
IMPLIES DIAZ IS BIG WHEEL BOUT PROVIDES NO DATA. GEN. PINOCHET
WOULD LIKE READING ON DIAZ FROM U.S., ACCORDING TO SUBARGAIN-1.

2. REQUEST PRIORITY MCS AND ENERGO TRACES.

3. FILE: 15-2-12/3. E2 IMPDET.
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